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unreal engine 4.31 adds the ability to optimize and de-duplicate your games in the content browser (formerly known as the umx). you can now use the content browser to browse the entire project and remove unused assets and folders. unreal engine 4.32 adds the ability to use time-of-day lightmaps to create realistic lighting on real-time shadows.
lightmaps are low-resolution images that are used to efficiently render shadow maps in real-time. time-of-day lightmaps are images created at a specific time of day, with a specific sun angle. unreal engine 4.33 adds the ability to automatically load meshes into your world. the new mesh auto loader (maul) can now automatically load meshes for you into

the level editor. maul can also generate skeleton meshes for meshes that are missing skeleton weights. to get the most out of a forward shading renderer, it is important to use the correct render targets to control the quality settings. unreal engine now uses a new forward rendering pass in its renderer to achieve high quality lighting and improved
reflections for stationary lights. in the forward pass, the lighting scene is set up like a normal forward pass. however, a new render target is used to render the lighting. this render target is light volume which is a set of unoccluded lights/directions that can be used to quickly render the lighting of the scene. it is also ideal for reflection probes. one of the

key features of unreal engine is performance. the new parallel dof renderer now does not have the overhead of a per-light-map pass, allowing it to be accelerated with the main engine. this is especially useful for very large scenes where dof is used.
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unreal engine 4.22 includes an improved multiplayer experience. the new dedicated multiplayer
tool, multiplayer browser, allows you to browse and search all the publicly-available multiplayer

servers in a unified and secure way. there's also a new community-requested feature, in-game voice
chat, which lets players chat while they play. in-game voice chat has been available in various forms

since unreal engine 3, but the new ue4 implementation is a full voice chat experience that runs in
the same unreal engine 4 runtime as all other in-game systems. unreal engine 4.22 brings a number
of improvements to the global illumination system. the new dynamic global illumination (dgi) feature
allows for realistic lighting without the need for geometry-based lighting. it can be used to simulate

indirect lighting, reflections, and shadows. the new global raytracing (grt) feature is a raytracing
solution that uses ray-surface intersection tests to simulate reflections and refractions. it can also be
used to render scene-based reflections. the new area light shader is a physically-based solution for

creating area lights, and they are now supported in shader graph blueprints. the new global
compositor now supports material previews and material instances, enabling users to easily preview

materials inside the game editor. unreal engine 4.22 also includes a new blueprint system for
creating classes and blueprints that are shared across levels and projects. in addition, there's a new
blueprint for creating material properties, allowing you to easily create new material components.
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